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Which everyday objects have the most bacteria? 

Cameron Pearce and Tomi Morea 

 

QUESTIONING AND PREDICTING: 

What is the question that you are investigating? 

Bacteria are small organisms that are found in all natural environments. Most can only be 
seen with a microscope as they are only a single cell. More than 100 trillion bacterial 
organisms live inside our gut, both good and bad. The helpful bacteria breaks-down 
nutrients from food, medicine and protect against diseases.  Bacteria that cause diseases can 
get into the human body through your nose, mouth, and cuts in your skin. Bacteria quickly 
reproduce and cause infection. We can spread the bad bacteria by touching infected 
surfaces, body fluids and faeces, spreading bacteria in the air by coughing or spitting. 
 
We are interested to know which surfaces around our house and the kind of environment 

that bacteria like to grow best. Our question is “Which everyday objects have the most 

bacteria?”  

 

What do you predict will happen? 

We will test 8 different surfaces and our predictions from most to least bacteria are: 

1. Toilet seat 

2.  Bathroom faucet/sink 

3. ipad 

4. Car Keys 

5.  Steering wheel 

6. Nintendo Switch Remote 

7. Door knob 

8. Light switch 

 

We predict the toilet seat will have the most bacteria because when we go to the toilet the 

bacteria from our bottom falls onto the seat. The light switch will have the least as we don’t 

use it often.  

Bacteria might grow best on surfaces that are damp. Surface that we touch or use a lot 

would probably have more bacteria from our hands and body fluids. 
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 PLANNING AND CONDUCTING: 

Explain why you chose the particular method for your investigation. 

To investigate our question we need to make Agar plates which are used a lot in science labs. 

They contain Agar and nutrients which makes a solid surface for the bacteria to grow on. 

Most bacteria divide to form two separate cells. These divide again and billions of bacteria 

can form from a single bacteria in only 24 hours. When bacteria grow on the Agar they form 

colonies which we can count without a microscope.  

 

Which variable will you change? 

The variable that we will change is the object/surface being tested (see predictions).  

 

Which variable will you measure? 

The variable that we will be measuring is the number of bacteria colonies.   

 

Is your investigation a ‘fair test’?  

The investigation is a fair test because only one independent variable (object/surface) is 

changed and all the controlled conditions (temperature, light, air conditions, plates, time 

they will grow) are kept the same. A control plate is used to show it is the surfaces causing 

bacteria to grow not the conditions.  
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Describe all the steps of your investigation so that someone else could do it again exactly 

as you did it.  

Methods: 

Wash your hands and any materials you’ll be using to help prevent germs from 

contaminating your experiment. 

How to prepare 9 Agar plates: 

Need adult supervision/help! 

1. Wash and dry the petri dishes. Cover them with lids.   

2. Add 2 cups of water to a pot and bring it to boil on the stovetop.  

3. Add 2 teaspoons each of beef stock, sugar and agar to the boiling water. Stir until 

dissolved. 

4. Take the mixture off the heat and allow it to cool for a few minutes.  

5. Remove the lids from the petri dishes and fill each dish halfway with the mixture. 

Replace the lids and leave space for moisture to escape as the mixture cools. 

6. Refrigerate your covered petri dishes for at least four hours to allow the Agar to set 

and ready to use. 

 

Collect bacteria samples: 

1. Wipe the iPad screen with a damp, clean cotton swab. 

2. Open one petri dish and lightly rub your sample across the agar in a zig zag pattern 

(use the same pattern for all tests). Dispose of the swab. 

3. Replace the lid on the dish and tape it closed. 

4. Label the dish with the date and sample. place it into a sealed plastic bag and set 

aside. 

5. Clean the surface of the iPad. 

6. Repeat steps 1-4 in your second Petri dish with a new surface and keep doing this for 

all dishes.  

7. Set up a control plate where you do not wipe anything on the surface.  

Incubate the bacteria colonies: 

1. Place your petri dishes upside down inside a box and close the lid. 

2. Place the box near a warm spot. We put the computer modem on top of the box. 

3. Leave them to incubate for 3 days. 

4. Remove the petri dishes from the box. Count the number of bacterial colonies 

growing on each plate and describe them using the charts for morphology of 

bacterial colonies. 

5. To dispose put all bags with dishes in a biological waste bag.                                                                                                                 
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: 

List all the equipment and materials that you used in your investigation.  

Materials: 

• 9 Petri dishes  

• 2 teaspoons beef stock powder 

• 2 cups water 

• 2 teaspoons sugar 

• 2 teaspoons Agar powder  

• Pot 

• Spoon  

• Stove  

• 9 sealable plastic bags 

• Clear tape       

• Permanent marker 

• Cotton swabs                       

• Box  

• Modem  
 

List any possible risks that may result from the investigation and describe how they were 

controlled.  

Biological Risk- We are working with bacteria and mould and could get infected or sick by 

the germs. We controlled this by not touching the bacteria, taping the lids on the plates, 

keeping them in bags only opened by adults, cleaning areas with antibacterial spray and 

disposed of the plates in biological waste bags. 

Thermal Risk- We are working with a stove and risk getting burnt by the fire. We controlled 

this by not putting our face or hands close to the stove and an adult turned it on/off. 
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PROCESSING AND ANALYSING DATA AND INFORMATION:  

3 days after we set up our plates we counted the bacteria colonies and wrote down what we 

could see using these charts.    

 

 

 

https://www.studocu.com/en-ca/document/university-of-toronto/biology/2022-lab-2-microbes-i-worksheet-1/29277689 

  

Control plate- shows no bacteria so the conditions such as air and agar dish did not cause 

bacteria to grow. 

 

about:blank
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Bacteria growing on Agar plates 3 days after wiping the surfaces  
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Bacteria growing on our Agar plates 3 days after wiping the surfaces  
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RESULTS: Day 3 observations of each of the Agar plates

Our table shows many different sizes and numbers of bacteria colonies growing on each of the surfaces. 

 

Our conclusion from our results is that these surfaces have the most to least bacteria: 

1. Bathroom faucet and sink- Had the most because the plate was covered all over with 
confluent bacteria. 

2. Toilet seat- Hundreds of punctiform and small circular bacterial colonies.  
3. Car keys- 91 moderate circular bacteria colonies. 
4. Steering wheel-120 punctiform and small circular bacterial colonies. More colonies than 

the keys but were a lot smaller so we thought the keys had more overall bacteria.  
5. Light switch-11 bacterial colonies (5 punctiform, 3 small, 3 large circular). Also has 1 

fungus. 
6. iPad –9 colonies (6 punctiform, 2 small, 1 large circular). It has 1 fungus. 
7. Nintendo control-Only 4 punctiform circular bacteria colonies. 
8. Door-knob-Only 1 punctiform circular colony.  
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We thought that the toilet seat would have the most bacteria but our results didn’t show 

this. The bathroom faucet/sink had more bacteria that the toilet seat which is similar to a 

study we found that took samples from surfaces in a public toilet. The sink was top of their 

list with more than 100 colony forming units. The bathroom faucet/sink has the most 

bacteria because it has all our spit from when we brush our teeth, and bacteria from when 

we wash our hands. 

We noticed that the top two surfaces with bacteria are used a lot and are in a moist 

environment which bacteria like to grow in.  

We thought the iPad would have more bacteria, because Cameron uses it a lot but maybe he 

just cleaned it. The door knob may have been cleaned too as it had the least bacteria.  

 

EVALUATING: 

How could your investigation be improved? 

We could improve our experiment by using a microscope to have more clear results of 

numbers. But we would need an expert. 

How could your findings be useful to others? 

This information helps us understand which objects grow the most bacteria and which need 

to be cleaned more often so that we don’t get germs and get sick when we touch them.       

What other related questions could be further investigated?  

What are the different kinds of bacteria and fungus that grow on each of these different 

surfaces? It would be good to learn their proper names.  
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